The background of this case study is the development of acritical attitude among listeners of Bianglala Pagi program on Reks Radio. Bianglala Pagi Program is a public sphere where people of Garut can express ideas, criticism and opinions to government and stakeholders also the policies made by the government. In Bianglala Pagi program, listeners can criticize the government and stakeholders, from public service problems and legal cases to politics. The government is known to use this program as inputs for government policy-making and serve as the basis of assessment of government performance. The main focus from this research is to find out the evolving ideology at Reks radio and listeners so that listeners can better use radio as the medium to convey their aspirations and opinions without fear of intimidation.
Background
Since 1998 when Soeharto government collapsed, of the media have enjoyed greater freedom to voice public criticism of government policies. The mass media in the fastgrowing city of Garut in Western Java. Based on data from Indonesian Broadcasting Commission (Komisi Penyiaran Indonesia, thereafter called KPI), Garut have 33 commercial radios, one local television and 9 newspapers. Reks Radio has the largest audience and the Bianglala is the most popular radio program. Reks Radio founded in 1969 has the upper middle class segment. Bianglala Pagi is an interactive program that accommodates aspirations of the people of various classes. Since 1998 Bianglala program has become the main channel for the Garut community to convey their aspiration. Bianglala program broadcasts everyday, from 06.00 until 09.00. The listeners expressed much aspiration, criticism, idea, information and opinion about public service problems, environmental health, frequent power outages, water services, health services, BPJS, KTP/identity card and family card, the traffic, until governance problems, government regulations, the local government budget (APBD), corruption, law cases, and so on. 
Method
This research used a qualitative descriptive methodology with a case study on the 
Findings and Discussion
The dynamic development of the critical attitude among the listeners sees their aspirations channeled through Bianglala show program in Reks Radio. Anyone, having previously received a PIN number which is used as the identity of the confidential- 
Conclusion
The conclusions of this research are: 1) Reks Radio as the only mass media in Garut providing public space through Bianglala Pagi program.
2) The listeners used these programs to convey aspiration, factual information, idea, and opinion about much problems ranging from social problems like bureaucracy serviced, KTP, BPJS, service of health, patients' service by hospital, tax, poverty, unemployment, teacher's certification fund, and public infrastructure repairing, to economic development, APBD use, education, politics, corruption, morality, local regulations, and other social problems.
3) Aspirations from listeners then will be clarified by government and stakeholders.
The Government makes the aspiration appearing in Bianglala the inputs to the government programs and the evaluation of government programs. The listeners' aspiration serves as social control for government.
